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The Congressional Gaming Caucus is a congressional group with more  
than 30 members and their aim is to raise concerns around the US  
gambling industry.

Titus has previously proposed similar bills to no avail. She argues that excise  
taxes handicap sportsbooks, who are forced to offer less favourable odds and  
lower payouts than the black market. 

Commenting on the bill, Titus tweeted: “Sports are back. Unfortunately, the 
penalty on making legal sports bets never left. The handle tax makes it more 
difficult for legal gaming establishments to compete with illegal operators.  
We need to push more consumers out of the black market and into a  
well-regulated market.” 

The American Gaming Association (AGA) has demonstrated its support  
for the repeal of the excise and head taxes. Like Titus, the industry group  
argues that the “outdated” taxes place legitimate gambling businesses at  
a disadvantage to the black market.

According to the AGA, the head count and excise tax accounted for less  
than $33m in federal tax dollars in 2019. In this sense, the AGA argues the 
financial benefit in tax dollars doesn’t outweigh the damage caused to  
the gambling industry.

“I’m grateful to the Congressional Gaming Caucus’ co-chairs Reps. Titus  
and Reschenthaler for introducing this legislation today to provide regulated 
operators with meaningful relief as they recover from the COVID-19 sports 
shutdown,” AGA President and CEO Bill Miller said in a statement on the  
AGA website. 

“Eliminating these taxes is a long overdue step to enable a legal, regulated 
environment for sports betting that will better protect customers and  
generate much-needed revenue for state and local economies.”   

The AGA has linked calls for the excise tax repeal to its recent study into  
illegal sports betting in the US. According to the groups’ research, 74% of  
US sports bettors say it’s important to only bet with legal providers. The  
2019 study demonstrated that US sports bettors are increasingly using  
legal sportsbooks when placing bets. 

Last week, Miller encouraged Congress to repeal the excise tax when  
giving testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee as part of a hearing  
on protecting integrity in college athletics. 

In regards to integrity in college athletics, Miller argued that the legal, 
regulated sports betting market protects college and professional athletes  
from engaging in illicit gambling.

“The protection of the integrity of competition is central to the interests  
of the entire sports betting ecosystem,” Miller said. “The federal prohibition  
on sports betting was a failed endeavour that we shouldn’t replicate.

“Instead, we should work together to further eliminate the pervasive illegal 
market, and support experienced regulators whose oversight protects the 
interests and integrity of all involved.”

Miller advocated for state over federal regulations, noting that 22 states  
plus the District of Columbia have authorised sports betting.

GI Verdict: For an up and coming sports betting market such as the  
US, a 0.25% excise tax on wagers does seem counterintuitive to aims for  
initial growth. 

Of course, it’s important that the Government is able to benefit from the new 
legal sports betting markets. However, as the AGA has pointed out, the fact that 
sportsbooks operate at such low margins makes a tax on wagers significantly 
detrimental to operators. This holds even more truth in the current pandemic. 

Now, with the full force of the AGA behind tax repeal, US operators could  
see some relief in the near future. 

Newgioco’s year-on-
year revenue growth 

for the first quarter of 
2020, at $10.2m

10% 

The least amount companies 
wanting to open slot halls in 
Bulgaria will now need after 

the nation’s Gambling Act  
is amended

$297,000  

Gaming revenue 
generated by Monte 

Carlo properties from 
1 April to 30 June 

($11.2m)

€9.6m 

Number of broadcasing 
legends from cricket, 
football and horse racing 
planned to be featured 
on Fitzdares' WhatsApp 
sports tipping service

3  

The amount Suntrust 
borrowed from Fortune 
Noble Ltd to fund its 
Westside City Project  
in the Philippines

$148m 



BGC CALLS FOR SCOTTISH AND WELSH CASINOS TO REOPEN 
AND CRITICISES “BAFFLING” GAMING MACHINE U-TURN 
The Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) 
has called on the Scottish and Welsh 
governments to provide clarity on when 
casinos can reopen in both countries. 

On 17 July, the UK government 
announced that casinos in England can 
resume operations on 1 August, as part of 
further lockdown restrictions being eased. 

The coronavirus pandemic forced all 
casinos in the UK to close in mid-March, 
and while properties in England have more 
certainty, the BGC said its colleagues in 
other parts of the UK remain “in the dark”. 

A BGC spokesperson said: “It’s now time 
for ministers in Edinburgh and Cardiff to 
end the uncertainty, which still faces 2,000 
casino staff in Scotland and Wales by giving 
them a date for re-opening. 

“Businesses need clarity and so far  
this has been lacking from both 
administrations. We urge them to work 
with casinos to allow to re-open safely.” 

The BGC also criticised a decision by the 
Scottish Government to backtrack on the 
lifting of betting shop restrictions. 

Earlier this month, the Scottish 
Government agreed to lift a number 

of restrictions, including bans on live 
racing on TV and the use of gaming 
machines, which had been placed on  
the nation’s betting shops since they 
reopened on 29 June. 

Although agreeing to lift the restrictions 
on 22 July, the Scottish Government has 
ordered betting shops to once again shut 
down their gaming machines in what the 
BGC has described as an “apparent U-turn”. 

BGC chairman Brigid Simmonds, 
commented: “We are extremely 
disappointed by the Scottish Government’s 
decision, which directly contradicts  
what they told us previously. 

“I would urge ministers in Scotland to 
urgently reconsider this baffling decision 
and revert to the position they had less  
than a week ago.” 

GI Verdict: The BGC has 
been critical of the delay in reopening  
land-based venues in the UK. 

Scotland and Wales are now behind, 
with uncertainty the biggest worry.

 In these times, tough decisions have 
to be made and unfortunately that will 
leave plenty frustrated.  
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acquired by pan-
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Rank Group has 
extended its 
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2021     

The loss incurred by SJM 
Holdings for the first 
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184% from a profit of 
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DETRIMENTAL IMPACT OF CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC  
HIGHLIGHTED IN Q2 RESULTS 
Several suppliers and operators have posted 
significant revenue losses for Q2 with the 
coronavirus pandemic impacting results. 

Sports betting was suspended and  
land-based venues closed in March 
until May, with the second quarter of 
2020 demonstrating the effects for a  
large part of the industry. 

Boyd Gaming’s Q2 revenue fell 75%  
year-on-year, down to $210m, with adjusted 
EBITDAR decreasing 93% to $16.1m. Net loss 
for the quarter stood at $108.5m, compared  
to a $48.5m income in 2019. 

Las Vegas Sands net revenue for the period 
tumbled by 97% down to $98m, while net 
loss was $985m compared to a net income 
of $1.11bn last year, as properties in Macau, 
Singapore and Las Vegas were shut for the 
majority of Q2. 

The negative effects of the pandemic saw 
group revenue fall 36% to $539m for supplier 
Scientific Games, with net loss increasing by 
$123m to $198m. 

The suspension of live sport led to 
sports betting supplier Kambi’s revenue 

decreasing 32% from last year’s Q2 
figures, to €14.8m ($17.4m), with CEO 
Kristian Nylén describing the past 
few months as the “toughest of tests”. 
Operating profit dropped 31%  
down to €3.5m. 

However, a shift to online casino saw 
Kindred Group post profit and revenue rises 
for Q2. Gross gaming revenue (GGR) increased 
by 4% to £235.1m ($304.9m), underlying 
EBITDA up 67% to £51.7m, and profit after  
tax improving by 114%, up to £26.8m. 

GI Verdict: We’ve seen a mixture of Q2 
results across the industry in the past few 
weeks. Operators such as Kindred have 
benefited from a shift to online play and  
the return of live sport in May. 

Those operating land-based venues and 
many suppliers have posted huge losses as 
the quarter highlights the extent of the  
impact of COVID-19. 

Certain travel restrictions still remain in 
place and there are fears of a second wave 
striking. Uncertainty indeed remains the key 
word for the industry going forward. 

BETTING STOCKS FALL AMID MLB CANCELLATIONS DUE TO 
COVID-19 OUTBREAK
Shares of companies with sports betting 
operations were hit hard after two Major 
League Baseball (MLB) games scheduled 
for Monday night were postponed due  
to a COVID-19 outbreak in the Miami 
Marlins organisation. 

According to figures reported by Market 
Watch, DraftKings tumbled 8.7%, Penn 
National Gaming Inc. dropped 6.9%, MGM 
Resorts International shed 6%, Wynn 
Resorts Ltd. lost 4.2%, and Las Vegas Sands 
Corp. fell 2.1%.

DraftKings, who suffered the greatest loss, 
told Business Insider that “while business in 
the short term is partially dependent on the 
sports calendar, we have always said we are 
playing the long game and will continue our 
focus on driving a technology-first approach 
to product innovation in order to keep sports 
fans engaged.”

The Marlins were due to play their  
home opener against the Baltimore 
Orioles, and the Philadelphia Phillies  
were scheduled to host the New York 
Yankees. However, both games were 
cancelled after 14 Marlins players  
tested positive for COVID-19.

This comes after the Marlins and  
Phillies played against each other on 
Sunday despite four Marlin players  
having contracted the virus.

Atlanta also hosted the Marlins in an 
exhibition game before their season opener 
in Philadelphia, meaning that some Braves 
players may have also been infected.

Unlike the NBA, MLB teams are travelling to 
opponent home stadiums, raising concerns 
about widespread coronavirus outbreaks, 
with fears that many other games, if not the 
entire MLB season, could be shuttered.

The MLB was the first major US sports 
league to resume activity when its season 
began last Thursday.

GI Verdict: This MLB restart holds worrying 
signs for the US sports betting market and 
other North American major leagues as they 
hope for a return to normality. 

Despite this, there are some hopeful signs 
as sports become active in other countries. 

Last month, Colorado sports betting handle 
grew 49% month-on-month, reaching $38m. 
Table tennis dominated the month, earning 
24% of wagers. This demonstrates the vital 
role alternative sports have played recently. 

THE WEEK IN QUOTES

“Sandeep brings unparalleled 
experience and insight to the role 

of COO. We are first and foremost a 
technology business and this is at 

the heart of what we do, supporting 
customer services, trading, product 
and our people. His leadership of 

our technology strategy and teams, 
combined with his knowledge of our 

legacy stack and proven results through 
our integrations, means that he is  

the right person for the job.”

Shay Segev, former COO of GVC 
Holdings, on the appointment of 

former GVC chief technology officer 
Sandeep Tiku to the COO role

“We are excited to work with MLB to 
bring our players and MLB fans an 

enhanced sports betting experience. 
The 2020 season will be one to 

remember for years to come, and at 
Intralot Inc., we are ready to bring 
our players the best sports betting 
platform by incorporating this new  

and thrilling partnership.”

Byron Boothe, CEO of Inralot Inc., 
Intralot’s US subsidiary, speaks  

about a new multi-year agreement 
with the MLB

“DraftKings and the PGA Tour have 
continued to make history with the 

innovative additions to our agreement 
which began last year. We are excited 

to further our relationship with the 
PGA Tour as their first official betting 
operator as well. Golf has been an 
especially important outlet for fan 
engagement over these past few 

months, and this latest collaboration 
is a significant next step for both the 

golf and gaming industries.”

DraftKings chief business office Ezra 
Kucharz comments on the operator’s 
new sports betting partnership with 

the PGA Tour
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DAVID ATTENBOROUGH TO STEP DOWN AS TABCORP CEO IN 2021 
Tabcorp has announced upcoming changes 
to key executives from the end of 2020 with 
CEO and MD David Attenborough to retire 
from his roles in 2021. 

The incumbent CEO and MD will step down 
from his positions with the Australian operator 
in the first half of next year, with a global 
search for his successor already underway. 

Attenborough has been at Tabcorp for more 
than 10 years, joining as managing director for 
wagering in April 2010, before assuming his 
current roles in October of the same year. 

His decision to step down comes as 
“the combination with Tatts is now 
largely complete”, with the merger being 
implemented in December 2017, creating  
a gambling group with a pro forma value 
of AU$11.3bn (US$8.06bn). 

Attenborough said: “As such, now is the 
right time to start the process to appoint  
the next CEO who can work with the  
board and management team to take  
the company forward. 

“Until then, I am totally committed to 
steering Tabcorp through the COVID-19 
pandemic and ensuring that our businesses 
are best positioned for the future.” 

Meanwhile, Steven Gregg has been chosen 
to succeed chairman Paula Dwyer, who will 
retire from the board on 31 December 2020, 
after serving as chairman and non-executive 
director since June 2011. 

Gregg has been a non-executive 
director at the operator since July 2012, 
and is also chairman of the Tabcorp People 
Remuneration Committee, and Caltex 
Australia Limited. 

Gregg added: “I look forward to 
working with my Board colleagues and 
executive team to realise the opportunities 
Tabcorp has following the Tabcorp-Tatts 
combination: to drive shareholder returns 
and the continued trust of our customers, 
business partners, employees, governments 
and the broader community.” 

GI Verdict: With the Tatts combination 
largely complete, the board changes 
seemingly have come at the right time  
as Tabcorp looks to the future. 

While Attenborough oversaw the merger 
in 2017, negotiating through the pandemic 
will arguably pose a tougher challenge. 
Successfully seeing off the period will allow 
him to leave the operator in a positive place. 

TAKING STOCK

DraftKings
35.89USD  

Boyd Gaming  
24.54USD 

1%

12%

Churchill Downs  
129.47USD 2%

Scientific Games  
18.53USD   22%

Flutter Entertainment  
75.99USD    3%

SHARE PRICES COVER  
THURSDAY 23 JULY TO WEDNESDAY  

29 JULY (9PM BST)
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NEVADA DOWN, BUT POSITIVE SIGNS EMERGE

Nevada’s June gaming revenue fell 45.55%,  
while Las Vegas Strip gaming revenue  
dropped 61.36% as casinos opened June  
4 at 50% capacity.

Not all casinos were open during the month  
and many openings were phased in.

The Las Vegas locals had a strong performance 
despite capacity and visitation limitations,  
down only 28% compared to the +50% declines  
for the Strip and downtown Las Vegas.

Laughlin also held up with just a 14.61%  
decline. Golden Entertainment operates  
about a third of Laughlin’s capacity.

Downtown Las Vegas suffered a 55.56% decline,  
perhaps in part due to its many Hawaiian customers  
facing mandatory 14-day quarantines.

Reno and Sparks in Washoe County also held up 
comparatively with declines of 8.53% and 2.34%.

Sportsbooks lost $483,000 in June, the state’s  
first losing month since July 2013.
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$8.079 -2.43Balance of County

$13.664 +2.41Other areas

REVENUE MARKET/PROPERTY % WIN
2020 2019

% CHANGE

$113.298 -59.59Slots

$124.955 -62.83Total games

$46.553 -70.29Baccarat

$36.766 -46.50Blackjack

6.05

14.73

13.57

12.49

7.84

17.71

20.89

14.09

REVENUE NEVADA % WIN
2020 2019

% CHANGE

$1.388 -88.04Baseball

$0.296 -68.71Basketball

-$5.261 N/AFootball

$2.420 -27.06Racebook

14.36

5.24

-531.66

16.10

5.56

1.84

-60.56

15.02

2020TABLE DROP 2019 % CHANGE

$1.873 $3.576Slots

$848.303 $1.898Total Games

$343.058 $750.048Baccarat

$294.363 $487.715

-47.64

-55.32

-54.26

-39.64Blackjack

-$0.380 -102.55Sportsbook Total

$2.101 -26.95Racebook

-$0.483 -102.91Sportsbook Total

-0.53

16.08

-0.62

4.92

15.00

CLARK COUNTY
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HOWARD STUTZ
EXECUTIVE EDITOR OF  
CDC GAMING REPORTS

Stutz looks into the recent spike in COVID-19 cases in  
Las Vegas and assesses whether a temporary casino smoking  
ban could be the answer to keeping casinos open

A week ago, I turned down a news radio station’s request  
to come on and discuss rumours of Las Vegas casinos closing 
once again due to a surge of coronavirus cases in Nevada.

A few days later, Gov. Steve Sisolak ordered bars and bar  
top areas in restaurants and taverns closed in the state’s  
most populous counties, which eliminated a large portion  
of Nevada’s slots-only restricted gaming business.

Internet-fueled rumours of Las Vegas Sands closing its 
Venetian on the Strip forced the company to respond twice  
on Twitter. On 4 July, the Venetian’s Twitter account posted, 
“This social media rumor concerning a planned closure of the 
resort is false.” The Venetian posted the same message 10  
days later. In between, Las Vegas Sands said it would no longer 
accept hotel reservations on weekdays for the Palazzo starting 
this Tuesday, but would keep public areas, including the 
casino, restaurants, and Grand Canal Shoppes, open.

Welcome to the schizophrenic world of Las Vegas in the 
ongoing age of COVID-19.

Properties quickly embraced the order for facial coverings  
or masks for everyone – including customers – as mandated  

by the Governor on 25 June. Frankly, that directive should 
have been given when casinos restarted on June 4.

MGM Resorts International spent six hours on Thursday 
installing a roughly nine-foot by-5.5-foot mask across the  
replica Statue of Liberty in front of New York-New York  
that reads “Vegas Safety”.

Yet the headlines aren’t being written by tourism and 
gaming leaders.

Last week, The Associated Press reported that at least  
123 visitors to Nevada tested positive for coronavirus while 
visiting the state in recent weeks or shortly after returning  
home, according to state health data. Three times in the  
past week, Southern Nevada’s Clark County reported  
more than 1,000 cases of COVID-19, including a single-day 
record 1,315 cases on Thursday.

So what can be done?
A potential solution might be a smoking ban inside  

casinos, albeit temporary, as a way to slow the spreading  
of the virus. Masks can be removed while dining or drinking,  
but they need to stay in place while gambling, especially  
at table games.

Mallika Marshall, a practicing Boston physician and health 
reporter, said in May, “The virus doesn’t necessarily hitch  
a ride on smoke, but whenever someone smokes or vapes, 
they’re breathing out respiratory droplets. So if you’re  
near someone who is smoking and you can smell the  
smoke, and that person is sick with COVID-19, you’re  
at risk of getting sick yourself.”

Some properties are slowly implementing the idea.  
Las Vegas Sands has banned smoking – and vaping – by  
table game players, and Wynn Resorts has designated its  
table games that lack a Plexiglas barrier as nonsmoking  
areas. Customers are still required to wear masks at  
table games where the barriers are in place unless  
they are smoking.

This may be a radical suggestion and might not be received 
very positively, but a ban on smoking for a few months is  
a small sacrifice compared with shutting down casinos for  
a second time.

Las Vegas has just suffered through a 78-day closure  
that decimated revenues and tax dollars and is now  
increasing unemployment. Boyd Gaming permanently laid off 
approximately 2,500 workers in Southern Nevada, and WARN  
Act notification letters filed in March, April and May will  
come due at the end of this month and throughout August.  
Las Vegas could see thousands of additional layoffs in the  
very near term.

June’s gaming and tourism numbers won’t be available  
until the end of this month, but the figures will be far from  
the halcyon days before coronavirus. If sending smokers 
outside for a few months can help improve the health of 
those figures even marginally, it’s likely a step, radical  
or not, that's worth considering.
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EDMOND GHULYAN
SPORTSBOOK PRODUCT 
MANAGER AT DIGITAIN

Ghulyan speaks to Gambling 
Insider about his career so far  
and Digitain’s plans for the future

Can you talk us through  
your career journey towards 

becoming sportsbook  
product manager at Digitain?

My career path started back in 2009 when  
I studied business administration in the United States. I began 
working as an intern in the sales department of a local business. 
From there on, I worked as a project coordinator with IREX 
Armenia, customer service representative with British 
Airways, business client adviser with ProCredit Bank and 
project manager with the American University of Armenia.  
All the aforementioned positions have one thing  
in common: understanding and addressing customers’  
needs is one of the core requirements for any product  
owner or product manager.

 I joined Digitain two and a half years ago as ITIL change 
manager and within less than a year, I was promoted to the 
product management department as sportsbook product 
owner, and then product manager. In over a year I am  
managing one of the core products at Digitain with an 
experienced and talented product team. 

How does your day-to-day role relate to product 
development and innovation?
Product management is one of the core drivers of  
Digitain’s business. We provide our customers with  
products and services, which all go through the product 
management lifecycle, from ideation and product discovery,  
to MVP launch, further upgrades and maintenance. So,  
really, when we talk about the role of the product manager, 
we talk about a complex puzzle that requires day-to-day 
communication across several teams at Digitain, collaboration  
with engineering, IT, sales and account management teams  
just to name a few. 

I would like to highlight that we do not just build new features 
and products at Digitain. On the contrary, before building 
anything, we conduct need identification, gap analysis and 
everything else that goes with the proper product discovery, and  
only then we try to come up with solutions, which address those 
needs and gaps in the most efficient ways for our customers. 

We product managers at Digitain are in the frontline of 
product improvements and innovations. Our teams are quick 
in making data-driven decisions, gathering insights from 
the customers, market trends and their own experience. 
Innovation does not happen overnight; innovation is 
improvement in our processes, quality and efficiency,  
which is achieved through multiple iterations and through 
constant experimentation and learning. 

How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected Digitain  
as a business?
COVID-19 has allowed companies to re-focus and re-evaluate 
strategies. The pandemic reshaped the online gaming industry  
and it also re-prioritised our product roadmaps and strategies.  
While we all want this situation to be over as soon as possible,  
the virus once again proved that nothing is constant in the  
world, and it is imperative for companies to demonstrate 
flexibility, forward-thinking, and an ability to embrace  
innovation and stay optimistic even during difficult times. 

Digitain is not an exception. We did feel the effect of the 
pandemic on our business, but we also re-focused the  
strategies of our most vulnerable product – sportsbook. During  
the lockdown, we introduced a new sport, table football, to the  
online gaming industry. We concentrated on esports and we  
relocated our engineering resources to the products most in  
need. Most importantly, within hours of the lockdown, our  
staff started working remotely and ensuring the continuity 
 of Digitain’s and our partners’ business.

What are Digitain’s sportsbook plans for the rest of 2020  
and goals for 2021?
Technological excellence, product growth and expansion are  
the cornerstones of our product strategy and these objectives 
have no compromise. In addition to that, we will continue 
investing in product research and development, and ensuring  
our products are competitive.
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A RACE LIKE YOU’RE ON THE RACETRACK
5,000+ HD videos taken from real races for a genuine track feeling.

ODDS THAT CREATE CUSTOMER LOYALTY
The pay-out rate is between 88 % and 97 %.

CERTIFIED ODDS GENERATOR
Tamper-proof games.

PREPAID AND AFFILIATE SYSTEM
Generating sales has never been so easy!

PLATFORM-AGNOSTIC GAMES
All products are available on all platforms.

STATE-OF-THE-ART: HTML5, CSS, JS
Up-to-date sounds just like our technical standard!

SERVICE, BUT WITHOUT 
COMPROMISE, PLEASE!
Even our service is hard to beat. 

Luckily, you will rarely need it.

TESTING, TESTING, TESTING!
And that’s for free!
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www.virtualgaming.com
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